
Checklist for Doing

Know in advance how to use your hardware and 
software

Make your username and password handy

Have a decent microphone and/or headset

Have a short trial session with a friend or coworker 
to test your video and audio

Make sure the webcam’s angle depicts you ade-
quately

Check the lighting is adjusted to make you visible 
for the other participants

Set up the session and invite students/participants 
in advance

Create Email reminder and send it out manual-
ly/automatically when it is almost time

Are you recording the session? Let them know

Make sure that all students know how to access the 
session so they can part

Protocol for questions/comments so the students 
know how to take part in the session

Remember the net-etiquette - and make sure your 
students know it as well

Instruct your students on how to best prepare and 
participate in the dialogue

Are there any student roles? If so, make them clear 
to the students in advance

Make sure the guest knows how to access the 
session and operate the system

Test the connection with your guest(s) and make 
sure they are comfortable and safe

Prepare the speaker about expectations and partic-
ipation

Launch the online room in good time before the 
actual session begin

Welcome everyone and (depending on numbers) 
make a short presentation round

Coordinate expectations and correct potential 
misunderstandings amongst the participants

Make sure that the online session facilitates 
dialogues and that the students are given 
speaking time too.

Keep the session on track. Of course detours can 
be beneficial, but just remember to bring it back 
on track  

Round it off - Evauate the session and say 
goodbye

Reflect upon whether the playful online dialogue 
was succesfull or what could be done better

Have the students reflect upon what they found 
useful/ less useful

Share your reflections and adjust your design 
before the next session

The Basics During the online dialogue

After the session

Before beginning the online dialogue

Before the online dialogue 
- if you have a guest speaker


